
proxy
executive & conference swivel seating



lustrous composure

Proxy dresses for any occasion, from progressive back  
designs to polished aluminum details, for maximum effect.

Zipper back detail

Aluminum cantilever arm with grey arm cap

Grey urethane soft wheel caster

proxy
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collaboration without concession

Optional conference cylinders with stylish handles offer subtle environment control without sacrificing flexible functionality.
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uncomplicated flexibility

Don’t compromise. Proxy can be a workhorse—offering unprecedented value with 6 knit back color options to complement any space. 
The knit conforms and supports better than a mesh back.
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white river dancing silver jet black sandy beige barely blue rockin’ red

proxy
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attentive performance

The perfect stool combines performance with aesthetic; 
realized here in an easy-to-navigate, handled, low back, for 
uncluttered, elevated seating with complete lumbar support.

Double stitch back with handle

Stool base with adjustable footring

Low back contour lumbar support

proxy
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instantaneous transitions

Proxy multi-tasks like a pro, transitioning from a seated to standing position to instantly transform any workspace.

proxy

mechanism selection cylinder option

swivel tilt synchro black nylon  
hard wheel

caster selection

grey urethane  
soft wheel

conference  
preset

handle double stitch zipper

back detail

chair base selection sit-to-stand base selection stool base selection

black polyurethane aluminum black polyurethane aluminum black polyurethane aluminum

arm selection

aluminum 
cantilever arm 
with black arm cap

urethane loop arm aluminum 
cantilever arm 
with grey arm cap

slim profile 
adjustable T arm

urethane 
cantilever arm
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Jasper,  Indiana 47546

812.482.3204 O

812.482.1548 F
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proxy

Proxy designed by Michael Shields

upholstered high back  
T arm synchro
model PX813S chair

upholstered mid back  
cantilever arm swivel tilt
model PX822C chair

upholstered low back 
armless swivel tilt
model PX827 stool

upholstered high back 
cantilever arm swivel tilt
model PX823C chair

upholstered mid back 
T arm swivel tilt
model PX825S sit-to-stand

knit mid back  
loop arm swivel tilt  
model PX800L chair

knit mid back  
cantilever arm swivel tilt 
model PX808C stool

upholstered mid back  
T arm synchro 
model PX812S chair

upholstered low back  
armless swivel tilt
model PX821 chair


